

Passenger Information - Security guidance for passengers travelling over Easter. Find out more.  
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East Midlands Airport
Your gateway to the world


Get ahead for this summer!
Sign up and receive exclusive discounts on all airport travel essentials! Get ahead and relax into your summer travels
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Pre-book your parking and save up to 75%
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Cancel for free up to 1 hour before arrival
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Party size
0 Travellers
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Age 16+
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Travel Tips
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Travelling with children



Make your journey as smooth as possible if you're travelling with babies, toddlers or children
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Security
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Take time, Take care, Take flight



Arrive at the time specified by your airline
Seal all liquids and gels in a clear plastic bag.
Place all electricals flat in your tray
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Travel Tips
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Planning a trip with your extended family?



 Top tips for going abroad with extended family in the school holidays, for a relaxed and stress-free trip
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Getting to and from the airport



How to get to and from East Midlands Airport by train, car, bus or taxi
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By train
Direct trains to and from major cities, running seven days a week.
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By car
Whether you need to park, pick up or drop off, here's how to get to and from the airport by car.
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By bus
Fast and frequent bus services to and from Nottingham, Leicester, Derby and beyond.
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By taxi
Book a private hire vehicle or black cab from the airport
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Useful Links
Security checks

What to expect


Travel money

Great deals on currency


Assisted Travel

Help to plan your route


Free Wifi

Stay connected while you travel


Pick up and drop off

Where to park


Careers

Careers New vacancies available
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Assisted Travel
For more information about assisted travel, please see our Assisted Travel page.
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Sign up for special offers and more!
East Midlands Airport would like to send you marketing emails and SMS regarding:
	Airport discounts
	Competitions
	Services and announcements



Sign up

We take your privacy seriously. Read our Privacy Notice to find out how we handle and process your personal information. By signing up, you agree to our Terms and Conditions.
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